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The Standing Dead
A national indie bestseller! Meet Anna K: every happy teenage girl is the same,
while every unhappy teenage girl is miserable in her own special way At
seventeen, Anna K is at the top of Manhattan and Greenwich society (even if she
prefers the company of her horses and dogs); she has the perfect (if perfectly
boring) boyfriend, Alexander W.; and she has always made her Korean-American
father proud (even if he can be a little controlling). Meanwhile, Anna's brother,
Steven, and his girlfriend, Lolly, are trying to weather an sexting scandal; Lolly’s
little sister, Kimmie, is struggling to recalibrate to normal life after an injury derails
her ice dancing career; and Steven’s best friend, Dustin, is madly (and one-sidedly)
in love with Kimmie. As her friends struggle with the pitfalls of ordinary teenage
life, Anna always seems to be able to sail gracefully above it all. That isuntil the
night she meets Alexia “Count” Vronsky at Grand Central. A notorious playboy who
has bounced around boarding schools and who lives for his own pleasure, Alexia is
everything Anna is not. But he has never been in love until he meets Anna, and
maybe she hasn’t, either. As Alexia and Anna are pulled irresistibly together, she
has to decide how much of her life she is willing to let go for the chance to be with
him. And when a shocking revelation threatens to shatter their relationship, she is
forced to question if she has ever known herself at all. Dazzlingly opulent and
emotionally riveting, Anna K: A Love Story is a brilliant reimagining of Leo Tolstoy's
timeless love story, Anna Karenina—but above all, it is a novel about the dizzying,
glorious, heart-stopping experience of first love and first heartbreak.

The Lands of Ice and Fire
Mixing classic noir sensibilities with a searing futuristic vision of an age when death
is nearly meaningless, Richard K. Morgan returns to his saga of betrayal, mystery,
and revenge, as Takeshi Kovacs, in one fatal moment, joins forces with a
mysterious woman who may have the power to shatter Harlan’s World forever.
Once a gang member, then a marine, then a galaxy-hopping Envoy trained to
wreak slaughter and suppression across the stars, a bleeding, wounded Kovacs
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was chilling out in a New Hokkaido bar when some so-called holy men descended
on a slim beauty with tangled, hyperwired hair. An act of quixotic chivalry later and
Kovacs was in deep: mixed up with a woman with two names, many powers, and
one explosive history. In a world where the real and virtual are one and the same
and the dead can come back to life, the damsel in distress may be none other than
the infamous Quellcrist Falconer, the vaporized symbol of a freedom now gone
from Harlan’s World. Kovacs can deal with the madness of AI. He can do his part in
a battle against biomachines gone wild, search for a three-centuries-old missing
weapons system, and live with a blood feud with the yakuza, and even with the
betrayal of people he once trusted. But when his relationship with “the” Falconer
brings him an enemy specially designed to destroy him, he knows it’s time to be
afraid. After all, the guy sent to kill him is himself: but younger, stronger, and
straight out of hell. Wild, provocative, and riveting, Woken Furies is a full-bore
science fiction spectacular of the highest order—from one of the most original and
spellbinding storytellers at work today.

A Clash of Kings: The Graphic Novel: Volume Two
Jewel thief Taylor Kincaid is caught between violent terrorists and an elite team of
global operatives when she inadvertently pockets valuable security codes along
with a cache of diamonds during a theft at a South American terrorist compound.

Knaves Over Queens
The kingdom exists in a state of perilous equilibrium following the death of a
monstrous king, a regent ruling in King's Landing, and few claimants to the Iron
Throne, until new conspiracies and alliances begin to erupt.

No Baggage
The uneasy peace that exists following the death of Robb Stark is threatened by
new plots, intrigues, and alliances that once again will plunge the Seven Kingdoms
into all-out war for control of the Iron Throne.

A Game of Thrones
The definitive modern take on the timeless tale of King Arthur and his Knights of
the Round table. The legends of King Arthur date back to medieval Europe, and
have become some of the dominant myths of Western culture. In The Once &
Future King, T. H. White reinvents the story for a modern audience. The novel
starts by introducing the reader to a young Arthur – just a child, and far from the
King he will become – as he is raised by the wizard Merlyn, and moves on to
chronicle his rise to Kingship, the affair between Guinevere and Lancelot, and the
eventual destruction of the round table. The first section, released independently
as The Sword in the Stone, was adapted into an animated film by Walt Disney
Pictures. Penguin Random House Canada is proud to bring you classic works of
literature in e-book form, with the highest quality production values. Find more
today and rediscover books you never knew you loved.
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The Winds of Winter
In this incredible conclusion to the epic fantasy saga, continuing from When
Dragons Rage, New York Times bestselling author Michael A. Stackpole returns to a
world of mystery, prophecy, and magick, where dreams—for better or worse—can
come true. . . . The hope of the future, Will Norrington, prophesied to bring down
the northern tyrant Chytrine and redeem the world, is said to be dead, lost in the
heart of a fiery volcano. The news has thrown the Council of Kings into a furor and
drained the spirit from once united factions. As questions swirl about as to Will's
legacy, and even his identity, one thing is clear: a divided alliance lacks power. And
this may be exactly the opening Chytrine needs to seize control-and capture the
empowering artifact, the DragonCrown—once and for all. Still, Will's friends and
comrades remain true to his cause, preparing to continue the fight. Among them is
the Vilwanese hero, Kerrigan Reese, and Alyx, groomed to lead an army. Sayce,
pregnant with Will's child, must remain behind as the new custodian of the
Norrington future in case they fail. But even as they draw up battle plans, with the
enemy nearer than they think, a shattering betrayal—and a stunning
revelation—may change the course of everything.

Tooth and Claw
The light gravity and limited supply of metal fabric wings in the space colony lets
only a few humans fly, and Maris, a fisherman's daughter, challenges the closed
order of Flyers, later discovering that a revolution is threatening to destroy the
world of the Flyers.

Windhaven
A tale of contention over love and money—among dragons Jo Walton burst onto
the fantasy scene with The King's Peace, acclaimed by writers as diverse as Poul
Anderson, Robin Hobb, and Ken MacLeod. In 2002, she was voted the John W.
Campbell Award for Best New Writer. Now Walton returns with Tooth and Claw, a
very different kind of fantasy story: the tale of a family dealing with the death of
their father, of a son who goes to law for his inheritance, a son who agonizes over
his father's deathbed confession, a daughter who falls in love, a daughter who
becomes involved in the abolition movement, and a daughter sacrificing herself for
her husband. Except that everyone in the story is a dragon, red in tooth and claw.
Here is a world of politics and train stations, of churchmen and family retainers, of
courtship and country housesin which, on the death of an elder, family members
gather to eat the body of the deceased. In which society's high-and-mighty
members avail themselves of the privilege of killing and eating the weaker
children, which they do with ceremony and relish, growing stronger thereby. You
have never read a novel like Tooth and Claw. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

A Game of Thrones
In his highly acclaimed debut, The Lies of Locke Lamora, Scott Lynch took us on an
adrenaline-fueled adventure with a band of daring thieves led by con artist
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extraordinaire Locke Lamora. Now Lynch brings back his outrageous hero for a
caper so death-defying, nothing short of a miracle will pull it off. After a brutal
battle with the underworld that nearly destroyed him, Locke and his trusted
sidekick, Jean, fled the island city of their birth and landed on the exotic shores of
Tal Verrar to nurse their wounds. But even at this westernmost edge of civilization,
they can’t rest for long—and are soon back to what they do best: stealing from the
undeserving rich and pocketing the proceeds for themselves. This time, however,
they have targeted the grandest prize of all: the Sinspire, the most exclusive and
heavily guarded gambling house in the world. Its nine floors attract the wealthiest
clientele—and to rise to the top, one must impress with good credit, amusing
behavior…and excruciatingly impeccable play. For there is one cardinal rule,
enforced by Requin, the house’s cold-blooded master: it is death to cheat at any
game at the Sinspire. Brazenly undeterred, Locke and Jean have orchestrated an
elaborate plan to lie, trick, and swindle their way up the nine floors…straight to
Requin’s teeming vault. Under the cloak of false identities, they meticulously make
their climb—until they are closer to the spoils than ever. But someone in Tal Verrar
has uncovered the duo’s secret. Someone from their past who has every intention
of making the impudent criminals pay for their sins. Now it will take every ounce of
cunning to save their mercenary souls. And even that may not be enough.… Praise
for Red Seas Under Red Skies “Lynch hasn’t merely imagined a far-off world, he’s
created it, put it all down on paper—the smells, the sounds, the people, the feel of
the place. The novel is a virtuoso performance, and sf/fantasy fans will gobble it
up.”—Booklist (starred review) “Red Seas Under Red Skies firmly proves that Scott
Lynch isn’t a one-hit wonder. . . . It’ll only be a matter of time before Scott Lynch is
mentioned in the same breath as George R. R. Martin and Steven
Erikson.”—Fantasy Book Critic “Grand, grandiose, grandiloquent . . . No critic is
likely to fault Lynch in his overflowing qualities of inventiveness, audacious
draftsmanship, and sympathetic characterization.”—Locus

Beyond the Sea of Ice
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * Taking place nearly a century before the events of
A Game of Thrones, A Knight of the Seven Kingdoms compiles the first three official
prequel novellas to George R. R. Martin's ongoing masterwork, A Song of Ice and
Fire. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY LOS ANGELES TIMES AND
BUZZFEED These never-before-collected adventures recount an age when the
Targaryen line still holds the Iron Throne, and the memory of the last dragon has
not yet passed from living consciousness. Before Tyrion Lannister and Podrick
Payne, there was Dunk and Egg. A young, naïve but ultimately courageous hedge
knight, Ser Duncan the Tall towers above his rivals--in stature if not experience.
Tagging along is his diminutive squire, a boy called Egg--whose true name is
hidden from all he and Dunk encounter. Though more improbable heroes may not
be found in all of Westeros, great destinies lay ahead for these two . . . as do
powerful foes, royal intrigue, and outrageous exploits. Featuring more than 160 allnew illustrations by Gary Gianni, A Knight of the Seven Kingdoms is a must-have
collection that proves chivalry isn't dead--yet. Praise for A Knight of the Seven
Kingdoms "Readers who already love Martin and his ability to bring visceral human
drama out of any story will be thrilled to find this trilogy brought together and
injected with extra life."--Booklist "The real reason to check out this collection is
that it's simply great storytelling. Martin crafts a living, breathing world in a way
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few authors can. . . . [Gianni's illustrations] really bring the events of the novellas
to life in beautiful fashion."--Tech Times "Stirring . . . As Tolkien has his Silmarillion,
so [George R. R.] Martin has this trilogy of foundational tales. They succeed on
their own, but in addition, they succeed in making fans want more."--Kirkus
Reviews (starred review) "Pure fantasy adventure, with two of the most likable
protagonists George R. R. Martin has ever penned."--Bustle "A must-read for
Martin's legion of fans . . . a rousing prelude to [his] bestselling Song of Ice and Fire
saga . . . rich in human drama and the colorful worldbuilding that distinguishes
other books in the series."--Publishers Weekly

The Origin of Birds in the Footprints of Writing
One of a series designed as an introduction to literature. It is graded into six levels,
and each book contains an introduction and exercises. It is designed for students
of English as a foreign or as a second language, and for reluctant readers.

Men of Iron
One Dress, Three Weeks, Eight Countries—Zero Baggage Newly recovered from a
quarter-life meltdown, Clara Bensen decided to test her comeback by signing up
for an online dating account. She never expected to meet Jeff, a wildly energetic
university professor with a reputation for bucking convention. They barely know
each other's last names when they agree to set out on a risky travel experiment
spanning eight countries and three weeks. The catch? No hotel reservations, no
plans, and best of all, no baggage. Clara's story will resonate with adventurers and
homebodies alike—it's at once a romance, a travelogue, and a bright modern take
on the age-old questions: How do you find the courage to explore beyond your
comfort zone? Can you love someone without the need for labels and
commitment? Is it possible to truly leave your baggage behind?

Incendiary
The author of the New York Times bestseller The Plantagenets and The Templars
chronicles the next chapter in British history—the historical backdrop for Game of
Thrones The inspiration for the Channel 5 series Britain's Bloody Crown The crown
of England changed hands five times over the course of the fifteenth century, as
two branches of the Plantagenet dynasty fought to the death for the right to rule.
In this riveting follow-up to The Plantagenets, celebrated historian Dan Jones
describes how the longest-reigning British royal family tore itself apart until it was
finally replaced by the Tudors. Some of the greatest heroes and villains of history
were thrown together in these turbulent times, from Joan of Arc to Henry V, whose
victory at Agincourt marked the high point of the medieval monarchy, and Richard
III, who murdered his own nephews in a desperate bid to secure his stolen crown.
This was a period when headstrong queens and consorts seized power and bent
men to their will. With vivid descriptions of the battles of Towton and Bosworth,
where the last Plantagenet king was slain, this dramatic narrative history revels in
bedlam and intrigue. It also offers a long-overdue corrective to Tudor propaganda,
dismantling their self-serving account of what they called the Wars of the Roses.
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The Litigators
Now available in a specially priced edition--the first volume in an epic series by a
master of contemporary fantasy, filled with mystery, intrigue, romance, and
adventure. Reissue.

A Feast for Crows (A Song of Ice and Fire, Book 4)
George R. R. Martin’s epic fantasy masterwork A Game of Thrones is brought to life
in the pages of this full-colour graphic novel. This is the fourth volume in what is
sure to be one of the most coveted collaborations of the year. (Due to the layout of
the book, content is best viewed on a large-screen tablet.)

Hot Ice
An epic tale of love and revenge set in a world inspired by Inquisition-era Spain pits
the magical Moria against a terrifying royal authority bent on their destruction.
'Epic and spellbinding' Dhonielle Clayton, New York Times bestselling author of The
Belles series Renata was only a child when she was kidnapped by the crown. As a
memory thief, the rarest and most feared of the magical Moria, she was used to
carry out the King's Wrath, a siege that resulted in the deaths of thousands of her
own people. Now Renata is one of the Whispers, a rebel spy working against the
crown. When Dez, her commander - and the boy she's grown to love - is taken
captive by the notorious Principe Dorado, Renata must return to the palace and
complete his top-secret mission herself. Can she keep her cover, even as she burns
for vengeance against the brutal, enigmatic prince? Her life and the fate of the
Moria depend on it. But returning to the palace stirs memories long locked away.
As Renata grows more deeply embedded in the royal court, she uncovers a secret
that could change the fate of the entire kingdom - and end the war that has cost
her everything. 'A compelling world filled with beautiful, brutal magic and
characters that feel real enough to touch' Sara Holland, New York Times-bestselling
author of Everless

A Game of Thrones: Graphic Novel, Volume Four (A Song of Ice
and Fire)
Clarence St. Claire is a programmer who cherishes an orderly life. His motto: 'work
is important; people, not so much'. His determination to be The Most Serious
Person on the Planet is threatened when he becomes haunted by a mysterious
manuscript from his past: 300 pages of possibly random bird tracks. Risking his
career and self-possession, St. Claire dares to pursue the manuscript against the
opposition of hackers, the NSA, the ghosts of famous writers and doubts of his own
sanity. Lost in a maze of bird-prints and their possible meanings, St. Claire
determines to summon the late writer Jorge Louis Borges to help with the
translation. He will dream Borges into existence, exactly as Borges wrote of doing.
But this act stirs the opposition of a secret order of past writers, who may, possibly,
have their own agenda. The duel between St. Claire's reality and theirs leads to a
final encounter in The Dark Library, before the dread conclave known as The
Tribunal of Dreams. 'Origins' is a book about books, about magic realism and
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artificial intelligence, virtual reality and languages, and how sensible people wind
up in strange situations by strangely sensible steps. It is built of the words books
whisper to each other alone after the library has closed. It ends as it must: with the
hero tossed into a pit by Edgar Alan Poe. Kidding. I mean, that last does happen
but the final ending is the hero finding the answer and getting the girl, as well as
his sanity back. Mostly back. From the book: I sat on the bed in the dark, my back
to the wall. I began a new web page. Time to tell the world the truth, I thought, and
felt a surge of pride. This would upset the Secret Powers of the world. But hey they
had cost me my $400 security deposit. It was payback time. I would tell the world.
But tell what? I typed out the flat truth to see how it looked. There is a secret
society of dead writers who live in the wall spaces between realities, in the silence
of empty rooms, in the Schrödinger-uncertainty of unopened books. They call
themselves the Tribunal of Dreams. Often they appear as birds. They peek out of
mirrors and walk the shadows of libraries. They are old and sly and are not retired.
They have vast plans. They have me barricaded in my bedroom and they painted
my windows black. They are listening at the door now. Send help. I read it over
several times. It expressed all the facts nicely, yet it lacked something. Specifically,
it lacked the power to convince the world of anything except that I was insane.

A Feast of Ice and Fire: The Official Game of Thrones
Companion Cookbook
THE ACCLAIMED SEQUEL TO THE CHOSEN In desperation, the Ruling Lord Suth
searches within the sacred walls of Osrakum for Carnelian, his son, and Osidian,
the God Emperor elect. He suspects the Empress Ykoriana is behind their
disappearance and knows that if they are not found soon it is her other son,
Osidian's brother Molochite, who will rule - with fearful consequences for the Three
Lands. Captive of the tribes of the Earthsky, Carnelian is - for the moment - safe,
and succumbs readily to the seasonal rhythms of tribal life, he is convinced by
unexpected discoveries that it is fate that has bought him there.He grows to love
these simple people and hopes for sanctuary among them. But the dark forces
Carnelian helped unleash in Osrakum begin to cast their shadow over his adopted
home. He is witness to the awful oppression that the Masters - whom the
tribesmen call the Standing Dead - have been inflicting on them for millennia. But
even more terrible is the presence Carnelian has unwittingly brought with him.
Potent and terrifying, it threatens everything he now holds dear in this new-found
world. With The Standing Dead, Ricardo Pinto gives us a tumultuous new chapter in
the Stone Dance of the Chameleon trilogy and confirms his place as one of
fantasy's most singular and literate voices.

The Mystery Knight: A Graphic Novel
A graphic novel edition of The Mystery Knight, one of the thrilling Dunk and Egg
novellas from George R. R. Martin’s A Knight of the Seven Kingdoms and a prequel
of sorts to A Game of Thrones “Every wedding needs a singer, and every tourney
needs a mystery knight.” Westeros is eerily peaceful. King Aerys I sits on the Iron
Throne. A ravaging plague has abated. Yet beneath the surface, tensions linger
sixteen years after a failed rebellion. In these restless times, noble hedge knight
Ser Duncan the Tall—Dunk, to his friends—and his precocious boy squire, Egg,
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travel the Seven Kingdoms performing chivalrous deeds, though Egg’s bloodline
must be concealed at all costs. After heading north for Winterfell, Dunk and Egg
are lured off the kingsroad by a wedding feast—and an unusually lucrative
tournament. The champion jouster will claim a rare trophy indeed: a dragon’s egg.
Dunk, always better in a melee, would be satisfied with a hot meal, a cup of wine,
and a purse full of coins. But a treasonous plot is more likely to hatch before
another dragon ever stretches its wings. Someone’s on to Egg. And a mystery
knight with designs on an even bigger prize soon throws the entire affair into
chaos.

A Game of Thrones: The Story Continues Books 1-5: A Game of
Thrones, A Clash of Kings, A Storm of Swords, A Feast for
Crows, A Dance with Dragons (A Song of Ice and Fire)
THE BOOK BEHIND THE FOURTH SEASON OF THE ACCLAIMED HBO SERIES GAME
OF THRONES Few books have captivated the imagination and won the devotion
and praise of readers and critics everywhere as has George R. R. Martin’s
monumental epic cycle of high fantasy. Now, in A Feast for Crows, Martin delivers
the long-awaited fourth book of his landmark series, as a kingdom torn asunder
finds itself at last on the brink of peace . . . only to be launched on an even more
terrifying course of destruction. A FEAST FOR CROWS It seems too good to be true.
After centuries of bitter strife and fatal treachery, the seven powers dividing the
land have decimated one another into an uneasy truce. Or so it appears. . . . With
the death of the monstrous King Joffrey, Cersei is ruling as regent in King’s
Landing. Robb Stark’s demise has broken the back of the Northern rebels, and his
siblings are scattered throughout the kingdom like seeds on barren soil. Few
legitimate claims to the once desperately sought Iron Throne still exist—or they are
held in hands too weak or too distant to wield them effectively. The war, which
raged out of control for so long, has burned itself out. But as in the aftermath of
any climactic struggle, it is not long before the survivors, outlaws, renegades, and
carrion eaters start to gather, picking over the bones of the dead and fighting for
the spoils of the soon-to-be dead. Now in the Seven Kingdoms, as the human crows
assemble over a banquet of ashes, daring new plots and dangerous new alliances
are formed, while surprising faces—some familiar, others only just appearing—are
seen emerging from an ominous twilight of past struggles and chaos to take up the
challenges ahead. It is a time when the wise and the ambitious, the deceitful and
the strong will acquire the skills, the power, and the magic to survive the stark and
terrible times that lie before them. It is a time for nobles and commoners, soldiers
and sorcerers, assassins and sages to come together and stake their fortunes . . .
and their lives. For at a feast for crows, many are the guests—but only a few are
the survivors.

Red Seas Under Red Skies
HBO’s hit series A GAME OF THRONES is based on George R R Martin’s
internationally bestselling series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE, the greatest fantasy
epic of the modern age.

Predator - Incursion
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New threats emerge to endanger the future of the Seven Kingdoms, as Daenerys
Targaryen, ruling in the East, fights off a multitude of enemies, while Jon Snow,
Lord Commander of the Night's Watch, faces his foes both in the Watch and
beyond the great Wallof ice and stone.

Woken Furies
The sixth book in George R. R. Martin's critically acclaimed, world wide best-selling
series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE - the inspiration behind HBO's GAME OF THRONES.
'An absorbing, exciting read Martin's style is so vivid that you will be hooked within
a few pages' The Times

The Wars of the Roses
Mike Grell’s defining run on the Emerald Archer concludes here in GREEN ARROW
VOL. 9: OLD TRICKS. Oliver Queen’s New Year’s bash is in full swing when an arrow
strikes him from the rooftops. A mysterious archer from Ollie’s past has come for
his head. With the return of Shado, and the aid of Dinah Lance and Marianne, they
will have to scour the Seattle Underground to uncover the truth. With tension
growing between Dinah and Oliver after his kiss with Marianne, will surviving the
archer be enough to keep them together? Collecting issues #73-80 and Grell’s
origin story, GREEN ARROW: THE WONDER YEAR #1-4.

Lifelode
HBO’s hit series A GAME OF THRONES is based on George R. R. Martin’s
internationally bestselling series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE, the greatest fantasy
epic of the modern age. A FEAST FOR CROWS is the fourth volume in the series.

Green Arrow Vol. 9: Old Tricks
As the Seven Kingdoms face a generation-long winter, the royal Stark family
confronts the poisonous plots of the rival Lannisters, the emergence of the
Neverborn demons, the arrival of barbarian hordes, and other threats.

A Feast for Crows
Perfect for current fans and new readers alike, Knaves Over Queens is an all-new
adventure set in London, featuring a fresh cast of characters from the Wild Cards
universe. Developed by aliens and field-tested on Earth, the virus known as
Xenovirus Takis-A was released in New York in 1946, changing the course of
human history forever. Most of those infected die — and a tiny percentage become
deformed beings known as jokers. A lucky few survivors become aces:
superhumans gifted with amazing powers. Now the virus has reached Britain.
There, Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill, gifted with extraordinary longevity,
together with the Enigma ace Alan Turing, set up a special organization named the
Order of the Silver Helix. They will need all of the wild cards they can find if they
are to deal with the terrifying mutations spawned by the virus. Edited by #1 New
York Times bestselling author George R. R. Martin and Melinda M. Snodgrass,
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Knaves Over Queens features the writing talents of Paul Cornell, Marko Kloos, Mark
Lawrence, Kevin Andrew Murphy, Emma Newman, Peter Newman, Peadar O Guilin,
Melinda M. Snodgrass, Caroline Spector, and Charles Stross. Now in development
for TV: Rights to develop Wild Cards have been acquired by Universal Cable
Productions, the team behind The Magicians and Mr. Robot, with the co-editor of
Wild Cards, Melinda Snodgrass, as executive producer. The Wild Cards Universe
The Original Triad #1 Wild Cards #2 Aces High #3 Jokers Wild The Puppetman
Quartet #4: Aces Abroad #5: Down and Dirty #6: Ace in the Hole #7: Dead Man’s
Hand The Rox Triad #8: One-Eyed Jacks #9: Jokertown Shuffle #10: Dealer’s
Choice #11: Double Solitaire #12: Turn of the Cards The Card Sharks Triad #13:
Card Sharks #14: Marked Cards #15: Black Trump #16: Deuces Down #17: Death
Draws Five The Committee Triad #18: Inside Straight #19: Busted Flush #20:
Suicide Kings The Fort Freak Triad #21: Fort Freak #22: Lowball #23: High Stakes
The American Triad #24: Mississippi Roll #25: Low Chicago #26: Texas Hold 'Em At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Zuleika Dobson
Master storyteller Howard Pyle at his best, incorporating fascinating historical
information about life in a medieval castle, knighthood, and chivalry into the fastmoving and entertaining story of young Myles Falworth's fight to restore his
family's rights and good name.

A Feast for Crows
When humans first walked the world and learn to live in an exotic new world of
mystery and danger.

Doctor Zhivago
Predator ships stream into human space in unprecedented numbers. The Colonial
Marines, controlled by Weyland-Yutani, respond to the incursion, thus entering the
Rage War. This terrifying assault by the Yautja cannot go unchallenged, yet the
cost of combat is high. Predators are master combatants, and each encounter
yields a high body count. Then when Lt. Johnny Mains and his marines—the
VoidLarks—enter the fray, they discover an enemy deadlier than any could
imagine. Book one in an epic trilogy that continues in ALIEN: INVASION and
concludes in ALIENS VS. PREDATOR: ARMAGEDDON. The universe will forever be
changed.

A Feast for Crows
The perfect gift for fans of HBO's Game of Thrones—a boxed set featuring the first
four novels! George R. R. Martin's A Song of Ice and Fire series has become, in
many ways, the gold standard for modern epic fantasy. Martin—dubbed the
"American Tolkien" by Time magazine—has created a world that is as rich and vital
as any piece of historical fiction, set in an age of knights and chivalry and filled
with a plethora of fascinating, multidimensional characters that you love, hate to
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love, or love to hate as they struggle for control of a divided kingdom. This bundle
includes the following novels: A GAME OF THRONES A CLASH OF KINGS A STORM
OF SWORDS A FEAST FOR CROWS

A Game of Thrones 4-Book Bundle
In the aftermath of a colossal battle, new threats are emerging from every
direction. Tyrion Lannister, having killed his father, and wrongfully accused of
killing his nephew, King Joffrey, has escaped from King's Landing with a price on
his head. To the north lies the great Wall of ice and stone - a structure only as
strong as those guarding it. Eddard Stark's bastard son Jon Snow has been elected
998th Lord Commander of the Night's Watch. But Jon has enemies both inside and
beyond the Wall. And in the east Daenerys Targaryen struggles to hold a city built
on dreams and dust.

The Once & Future King
The best-selling author of The Confession and The Appeal presents a latest legal
thriller in which high-stakes courtroom tensions lead up to an explosive,
unorthodox conclusion. A best-selling novel. Reprint.

The Grand Crusade
The uneasy peace that exists following the death of Robb Stark is threatened by
new plots, intrigues, and alliances that once again will plunge the Seven Kingdoms
into all-out war for control of the Iron Throne.

A Feast for Crows
Ever wonder what it’s like to attend a feast at Winterfell? Wish you could split a
lemon cake with Sansa Stark, scarf down a pork pie with the Night’s Watch, or
indulge in honeyfingers with Daenerys Targaryen? George R. R. Martin’s bestselling
saga A Song of Ice and Fire and the runaway hit HBO series Game of Thrones are
renowned for bringing Westeros’s sights and sounds to vivid life. But one important
ingredient has always been missing: the mouthwatering dishes that form the
backdrop of this extraordinary world. Now, fresh out of the series that redefined
fantasy, comes the cookbook that may just redefine dinner . . . and lunch, and
breakfast. A passion project from superfans and amateur chefs Chelsea MonroeCassel and Sariann Lehrer—and endorsed by George R. R. Martin himself—A Feast
of Ice and Fire lovingly replicates a stunning range of cuisines from across the
Seven Kingdoms and beyond. From the sumptuous delicacies enjoyed in the halls
of power at King’s Landing, to the warm and smoky comfort foods of the frozen
North, to the rich, exotic fare of the mysterious lands east of Westeros, there’s a
flavor for every palate, and a treat for every chef. These easy-to-follow recipes
have been refined for modern cooking techniques, but adventurous eaters can also
attempt the authentic medieval meals that inspired them. The authors have also
suggested substitutions for some of the more fantastical ingredients, so you won’t
have to stock your kitchen with camel, live doves, or dragon eggs to create meals
fit for a king (or a khaleesi). In all, A Feast of Ice and Fire contains more than 100
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recipes, divided by region: • The Wall: Rack of Lamb and Herbs; Pork Pie; Mutton in
Onion-Ale Broth; Mulled Wine; Pease Porridge • The North: Beef and Bacon Pie;
Honeyed Chicken; Aurochs with Roasted Leeks; Baked Apples • The South: Cream
Swans; Trout Wrapped in Bacon; Stewed Rabbit; Sister’s Stew; Blueberry Tarts •
King’s Landing: Lemon Cakes; Quails Drowned in Butter; Almond Crusted Trout;
Bowls of Brown; Iced Milk with Honey • Dorne: Stuffed Grape Leaves; Duck with
Lemons; Chickpea Paste • Across the Narrow Sea: Biscuits and Bacon; Tyroshi
Honeyfingers; Wintercakes; Honey-Spiced Locusts There’s even a guide to dining
and entertaining in the style of the Seven Kingdoms. Exhaustively researched and
reverently detailed, accompanied by passages from all five books in the series and
full-color photographs guaranteed to whet your appetite, this is the companion to
the blockbuster phenomenon that millions of stomachs have been growling for.
And remember, winter is coming—so don’t be afraid to put on a few pounds.
Includes a Foreword by George R. R. Martin From the Hardcover edition.

A Dance with Dragons
Lifelode is the Mythopoeic Award Winning novel from Hugo, Nebula and World
Fantasy Award winning author Jo Walton. It was published in hardcover in 2009 by
NESFA Press and is now available for the first time as an ebook. At its heart,
Lifelode is the story of a comfortable manor house family. The four adults of the
household are happily polygamous, each fulfilling their ‘lifelode’ or life’s purpose:
Ferrand is the lord of the manor, his sweetmate Taveth runs the household, his
wife Chayra makes ceramics, and Taveth’s husband Ranal works the farm. Their
children are a joyful bunch, running around in the sunshine days of the harvest and
wondering what their own lifelodes will be. Their lives changed with the arrival of
two visitors to Applekirk: Jankin the scholar and Hanethe, Ferrand’s great
grandmother and the former lord of the manor, who has been living for many
generations in the East, a place where the gods walk and yeya (magic) is so
powerful that those who wield it are not quite human.

A Knight of the Seven Kingdoms
A series of maps to illustrating the lands and cities of George R. R. Martin's A Song
of Ice and Fire series.

Anna K
A Dance with Dragons
"As chaos grips Westeros, a flaming red comet continues to burn a crimson path
across the sky. Some see this fiery herald as a sign of their impending victory.
Others see it as a mark of the blood and terror that will soon engulf this divided
kingdom. But one thing is certain: None of the six contenders who seek either the
Iron Throne, or the lands their ancestors once held as kings, are willing to back
down. And as factions scatter or come together, there are many witnesses to the
unrest that is to come."--Provided by publisher.
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